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In this paper, we show that there exists an automorphism free latin square graph of 
order n for all n a 7 and that the number of such graphs goes to infinity with n. These 
results are then applied to the construction of automorphism free Steiner triple systems. 
1. Introduction 
A latin square is an n x n array with entries from an n-set such that each 
element of the n-set occurs once in each row and column. An orthogond array 
OA(n, !Y ) is an n* x k array with entries from an n-set such that if any 2 columns 
are juxtaposed the n* rows will contain n* distinct ordered pairs. As is well 
known, a latin square of order n is equivalent to an OA(n, 3). To simplify matters, 
in this paper a latin square of order n, or equi-ialently an OA(n, 3), will always 
have as its n-set the integers 1 to n. Given a latin square one constructs a graph 
with the row vectors of the equivalent OA(n, 3) as vertices. Two vertices are 
adjacent if and only if the two row vectors are identical in one of their 
components. Such a graph is said to be a latin square graph of order n, or briefly 
and LSG(n). In the literature other terms such as 3-net (Bruck [3]) and L,(n) 
(Bose [l]) have also been used for this concept. Since sets of mutually orthogonal 
latin squares are not considered in this paper we use the more specific term latin 
square graph or LSG(n). 
It is well known that a LSG(n) is strongly regular with parameters (n*, 3(n - 
l), n, 6). That is, a latin square graph has n* vertices, each vertex is adjacent to 
3(n - 1) other vertices, if two vertices are adjacent there are n vertices that are 
adjacent to both and if two vertices are non-adjacent then there are 6 vertices 
that are adjacent to both. For more information on latin square graphs and 
strongly regular graphs in general see Phelps [lo], Bose [ 11, Denes and Keedwell 
[5], Seidel [12,13], etc.. Strongly regular graphs figure significantly in the graph 
isomorphism problem (see Corneil and Mathon [4j) and latin square graphs being 
an important class of strongly regular graphs are of interest for this reason. 
Also a latin square graph characterizes a iatin square up to its main class (see 
Denes and Keedwell [5], Phelps [lo]). Thus latin squares belonging to different 
main classes give non-isomorphic LSG(n). Thus properties of latin square graphs 
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are also important in the study of latin squares, loops and quasigroups ( ee Bruck 
[3], Denes and KeedweEl [Sj). 
In a previous paper [lo], the author established, among other things, that every 
finite group is the automorphism group of some latin square graph. To establish 
this result, it was necessary to construct an appropriate automorphism-free latin 
square graph. The main purpose of this paper then is to show that these examples 
were not isolated cases. In particular we show that there exists automorphism-free 
LSG(n) for all n 27 and that the number (up to isomorphism) of such graphs goes 
to infinity with n. This result is then applied to the construction of automorphism- 
free Steiner triple systems thereby simplifying the work of Lindner and Rosa [8]. 
2, Prelllnary lemmas 
A p-subsquare of a latin square of order n is a p x p subarray with entries from 
a p-subset. A p-subsquare will correspond to a graph of the corresponding 
LSG(n) which, naturally, isomorphic to an LSG(p). Such a subgraph will be called 
a sub-LSG(p). Also by the intersection uf a p-subsquare with a q-subsquare we 
will mean the collection of cells of the latin square (or equivalent row vectors of 
the OA(n, 3)) that belong to both. Similarly one defines an r x s latin rectangle as 
an r x s array with entries from a p-set (p = maximum of {r, s}) such that each 
element occurs at most once in any row or column. Results similar to the 
following lemmas can be found in K. Heinrich [7]. 
IANMM 2.1. In a latin square of order n, if a p-subsquare intersects a u x v 
subrectangle in an r x s subrectangle with s > r, then s - r s max{v - u, 0). (Similarly 
if r 2 s, then r - s G max{ u - v, 0)). 
Proof. It is obvious that the intersection must be a subrectangle. Hence each 
element of the s-set (we assume s2 rj will occur r times in the r x s subrectangle 
and nrusf occur s - r times in the (p - r) x s swbarray of the p-subsquare. In a u X v 
subrectangle ach element will not appear in v - u columns if v > u. Hence 
s - r s v - u. If u 2 v then each element must occur in teach column of the u X v 
subrectangle in which case we have s = r akrkd thus s - r G 0. 
Corollary 2.2. A p-subsquare intersects a q .subsquare iu a subsquare. 
W 2.3. In the multiplication table of a commutative loop of order 2n + 1 
t where n > 1) the only subsquare of order n are “principal” subsquares (i.e. they 
have the same rows and columns). 
Roof. Let X = {x,, x2,. . . , x”} and Y = (yl., y,, . . . , y,) be the rows and columns 
of the n-5~ hsquare. Let e be the loop unity and let us denote the loop operator by 
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*. Then the assumption is that 121~ n where Z= (3 * yj 1 xi E X, yj E I”). Also, 
because the table is commutative either X = Y or Xn Y = 0. Moreover if X n 2 
is not empty then for some y E Y, x: * y = K = x *e and thus X = 2 (similarly for 
Ynz). 
Suppose X n Y is empty. Then by the previous remark we know that X = 2 (or 
equivalently Y = 2). Then there is a unique w ti X U 1’. Let W = {a * w 1 a E 
X U Y}. Since the loop is commutative and x * y = y *x = 2, x’ E X, for all x E X, 
y E Y we conclude that W n X must be empty. This gives us a contradiction since 
(XU WI = 3n and 3n > 2n + 1 when n > 1. Hence we conclude X= Y and the 
lemma is proved. 
Corollary 2.4. For all n > 1 there exists a latin square of order 2n + 1 with no 
subsquare of order n. 
Proof. Consider the multiplication table for any abelian group of order 2f1+ 1. By 
the previous lemma we know that the only St&square of order n must be a 
subgroup. Since the order of a subgroup must divide the order of the group, we 
have a latin square with no subsquare of order n. 
Lemma 2.5. For cl1 n > 2 there exists a latin square !of order 2n with no subsquare 
of order n. 
Proof. lX. H. Bruck [2] has proved that there exists a simple loop of every such 
order. Since a loop of order 2n with a subsquare of order n is not simple, we 
conclude there must exist latin squares of order 2n with no n-subsquare. 
Lemna 2.6. There exists an automorphism free kin square graphs of order n for all 
n, 7sns13. 
Proof. The author [lo] has constructed an AF LSG(n) for 7 s n s 15. Indepen- 
dently D. Mesner of University of Nebraska has used a computer to generate 
examples of AF LSG(n) for many values of n. 
3. Recursive ctpnstructions 
In this section we present two recursive constructions of automorphism free 
latin square graphs. In what follows a latin square will be called a representative 
latin square of a given latin square graph G if and only if the graph constructed 
from this latin square is isomorphic to G. A representative latin square of latin 
square graph, G, will be denoted by L(G). Of course a latin square graph can 
have many distinct representative latin squares. 
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Thmrem 3.1, Zj’ there exists an automorphism-free latin square graph of order n 
(briefly an AF lLSG(n)), Then there exists an AF LSG(2n). 
Pro& Let P, P’ be AF LSG( n) and let L(p) and L(P)) be representative latin 
squares on the same n-set, N. Let us assume that P, :Q, Q’ are non-isomorphic 
LSG(n). (It is easy to show that there are many non-isomorphic LSG(n)). Let 
f,(Q) and L(Q’) be representative latin squares of Q and Q’ respectively, defined 
on a n-set, 0, that is disjoint from fi. Finally if n is even we assume that L(Q) 
has no subsquare of order jn (Lemma 2.5). Construct a latin square of order 2n 
with f,(P), L(Q), L(P’), L(Q’) as (disjoint) n-subsquares. Construct an LSG(2n) 
from this latin square. We claim this LSG(2n) is automorphism-free. 
First, the only n-subsquares are L(P), L(Q), L(Q’), L(P’). If B is any other 
n-subsquare, then it must intersect with each of these 4 n-subsquare. Since the 
intersection of 2 n-subsquares i  a subsquare of order less than or equal to in, this 
can only happen if all 4 n-subsquares L(P), L(P), L(Q), L(Q’) have in turn 
subsquares of order $z (and then only when n is even). However, L(Q) does not 
have such a subsquare hence there are no other n-subsquares in this latin square. 
This means that in the corresponding LSG(2n) P, P’, Q, Q’ are the only 
sub-LSG(n). Any automorphism ust map sub-LSG(n) onto sub-LSG(n). By our 
choice of P, Q, 0’ the only possible mapping would map P onto P’ and vice versa. 
However, such an automorphism would mean that Q must get mapped onto Q’ 
which is impossible since Q and Q’ are nonisomorphic. Hewe the only au- 
tomorphism of this LSG(2n) fix P, Q, Q’, P’ and thus must be trivial since P, P’ 
are automorphism-free. 
Theorem 3.2. If there exists an AF LSG( n) and an AF LSG( n + 1) then there 
exists an AF LSG(2n + 1). 
Proof. Let P be an AF LSG(n) and P’ be an AF LSG(n i- 1) with L(P) and L(P’) 
as the respective representative latit! squares. Let L(P) and L(P) be defined on 
thesetsN={l,2 ,..., u)andN’={O,?,2 ,..., nj respectively. We further specify 
that the rows GZ L(P’) are so arranged that the main diagonal consists entirely of 
zeros. Let 0’ be any LSG(n + 1) and let Q be an LSG(n + 1) with no maximal 
sub-LSG. Let L(Q’) and L(Q) be the representative latin squares for Q’ and Q 
respectively. Let us assume E(Q’) and L(Q) are both defined on the set 
{n+l,nf2,..., 2n + 1). Furthermore we can choose L(Q”) and L(Q) so that the 
(n + 1)st row of L(Q) is identical (componentwise) to the (n -t- 1)st column of 
UQ’). 
Now given the above latin squares L(P), L(P’), L(Q), L(Q’), we construct a 
new latin square of order 2n + 1. We put L(P) in the upper left hand corner. We 
delete the last row of L(Q) and place the resulting n x (n + 1) subrectangle, L(Q)* 
in the uprer right hand corner. Similarly we delete the last column of L(Q’) and 
put the r 2sulting (n + 1) x n subrectangle, L(Q’)* in the lower left hand corner. 
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Fig. 1. Constrwtion for Theorem 3.2. 
Next we take L(P’) and replace the elements on the main diagonal (all of which 
are zero by choice) with the elements of the (n + 1)st row of L(Q) (or equivalently 
the elements of the last column of L(Q’)), so that the first entry on the main 
diagonal is now the same as the first entry of the last row of L(Q), the second 
entry on the main diagonal is the second entry of the last row, etc. The resulting 
array, L(P’)*, is then placed in the lower right hand corner. Clearly this gives us a 
latin square of order 2n + 1. We claim that the corresponding LSG(2n + 1) is 
automorphism-free. First we claim that the only sub-LSGln) is P or equivalently 
the only n-subsqtiare is L(P). 
Case 1. n is odd. Suppose there exists another n-subsquare B. Then L(1) and 
B intersect in an r-subsquare r S&I + 1). This inplies that B intersects L(Q)* itl. z 
r x (E - r) subrectangle but the Lemma 2.1 (n - r) - r s 1. Thus r = $(n - 1) and 
n - r = $( n + 1). Similarly B intersects L( Q’)” in an $( n + 1) by i( n - 1) subrec- 
tangle. Thus I3 must intersect L(P’)* in an $(n + l)-subsquare. Moreover each of 
the i(n + 1) elements that occur as entries in the intersection of B and L(Q’)* 
must occur exactly once in the intersection of B and E(P)*. But this could only 
happen if L(Q’) had a maximal subsquare (that is a subsquare of order i(n -I- 1) 
and by assumption it doesn’t (Lemma 2.5). Thus L(P) is the only n-subsquare. 
Case 2. n is even. Suppose there exists another n-subsquare B. Then B 
intersects L(P) in an r-subsquare r -2 <In. B must also intersect L(Q)* in an r x s 
subrectangle with s - r < 1 (Lemma 2.1). Thus we conclude that r = $z and that B 
must intersect L(Q)* in an in-subsquare. However L(Q) has no maximal 
subsquare (that is no in-subsquare) and hence L(Q)* does not either (Corollahy 
2.4). Again we conclude that L(P) is the only n-subsquare. 
Any automorphism of our LSG(2n + 1) must fix P, since it is the only sub 
LSG(n). Thus it must also map the subgraph that corresponds to L(P’)* onto 
itself. Since p’ and P’ were automorphism-free it is easy to see that the only 
automorphism possible is the trivial one. 
n-rem 3.3. There exists an AF LSG(n) for all n 2 7. 
proof, Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 along with Lemma 2.6. 
Theorem 3.4. The number of nonisomorphic AF LSG(n) goes to infinity as n goes 
to infinity. 
Proof. Let I(n) be the number of nonisomorphic LSG(n) and let f(n) be the 
number of nonisomorpkic AF LSG(n). Consider the construction presented in 
Theorem 3.1:; there are (fF)) + f(n) different ways to choose latin square graphs P 
and P’ and l(n)- 2 ways to choose the graph Q’ hence we have 
f(2n)> [ (f(2n))+ f(n)](l(n)-2). 
This is not the best possible lower bound for f(2n) but it will do. From the 
construction presented in Theorem 3.2 we have 
f(2n + 1)a f(n)f(n + l)Z(n + 1). 
This lower bound is less obviaus. However, consider an LSG(n + 1). Delete the 
vertices of an (n + 1)-clique. This is equivalent to deleting a row or a column in a 
representative latin square. It is also equivalent to deleting cells of a representa- 
tive latin square that contain some fixed element (such as 0, see Theorem 3.2). It 
should be clear that such a graph is uniquely extendible to an LSG(n + 1). Hence 
if two LSG( n + 1) are nonisomorphic then the corresponding (n + l)-clique de- 
leted subgraphs must also be nonisomorphic. With this remark in mind the above 
lower bound can be deduced from the construction presented in Theorem 
3.2-just consider the number of ways to choose I?. P’ and Q respectively. 
Since 
,(&n!)(n- l)!(n-2)! l l l (2)!1! 
/ 
( n!)33! 
it should be clear that f(n) + 00 as n 4 00~ For a survey of results on the function 
I(n) and in particular for a comprehensive list of known values of I(n) (for n s 8), 
the reader is referred to Denes and Keedwell [SJ. 
4. Applications 
Lindner and Rosa [8] have shown that there exists automorphism-free Steiner 
triple systems of order f1 (briefly AF STS( n)), for all values n 3 15 where of 
course n = 1 or 3 mod 6. Using a well known construction of Steiner triple 
systems of order 3n from orthogonal arrays OA(n, 3) (where n = 1 or 3 mod 6), 
we can easily apply the results of this paper to the construction of automorphism- 
free Steiner triple systems; this gives an ztlternate proof, for u = 3 or 9 mod 18, of 
Lindner and Rosa’s result. 
Briefly a Steiner triple system of order n is a pair (S, t) where S is an n-set and t 
is a collection of 3 element subsets of S, usually called blocks, such that every 2 
element subset of S belongs to exactly one block of t. Given an orthogonal array 
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OA(n, 3), one can construct a block design (Q, q) on the set Q = 
{(i,j)(i=l,2 ,..., nandi=1,2,3*. 0). We form q, a collection of subsets of Q as 
follows: 
(a) 4={(i,j)Ji=l,2,m**n}, &Eq for j=l,2,3; 
(b) b, = {(q, i) Ii = 1,2,3) where a, is the entry in row r column i of the 
OA(n, 3), then b, E q. 
We are now ready to proceed with the construction of AF STS(3n) from AF 
LSG(n) when n = 1 or 3 mod 6. 
Corollary 4.1 There exists an AF STS(3n) for all n = 1 or 3 mod 6 where n 2 7. 
Proof. There exists an AF LSG(n) for all n 27 (Theorem 3.3). Take any AF 
LSG(n) construct a representative OA(n, 3) and from this OA( n, 3) construct the 
block design (0, q). This block design will be automorphism-free. In fact there 
will always be a l-l correspondence between the automorphisms of an ES@(n) 
and those of the corresponding block design (0, q). See Phelps [lo] or Sade [l 11, 
for a discussion and characterization of the automorphisms of an LSG(n). On 
each of the n-s&s Ni E q, i = 1,2,3, construct a Steiner triple system (N,, qi). If 
n = 3 or 6 mod 18 we must specify that (N,, ql) does not contain 3 subsystems of 
order $n that a#e pointwise disjoint, but this can be done (J. Doyen [6]). Let 
q*= q’ U qr U q2 U q3 where q’ = q\{&, N2, N3}. Then (Q, q*) will be a Steiner 
triple system and in fact will be automorphism-free. To prove this all we need to 
do is show that any automorphism of this STS(n) must be an automorphism of the 
block design (Q, q) as well. But the intersection of subsystems of an Steiner triple 
is always a subsystem. Thus if ~1 is an automorphism then (N,, ql) must contain a 
subsystem on the set a(N1) n N1 for each i = 1,2,3. However this implies’ either 
a(Ni) = N1 for some i or that (N,, ql) contains 3 pointwise disjoint sybsystems 
each of order in. In the latter case n must be divisible by 3, but even then by our 
choice of (N,, ql) this is impossible. Thus any automorphism of (Q, q*) must map 
the sets Ni onto one another; in other words it must be an automorphism of the 
block design (Q, q) and hence must be the trivial automorphism. 
5. Problems 
Having established the existence of AF LSG(n) (or L,(n) in Bose’s terminology 
Cl]), the question that immediately arises is: Does there exist automorphism-free 
L&z) for all k? It seems likely that they exist for all n sufhciently large with 
rtzspect o k. However there are no automorphism-free L4 (7) although there are 
14 AF LSG(7) (Norton [9]). 
In the extreme case, the question is whether there exists automorphism-free 
finite planes. It is hoped that answering this question for latin square graphs, is a 
first step towards solving these more general questions. 
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